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Nobody said running a business would be easy. But you took the bold step  
to be the master of your own destiny and are running your company. Nice work. 

Now you want to move from good to great. To not just run your company but 
take control of it. To work smarter and make better use of your time, so your 
business can truly deliver. To own it. So how can you do that?

 Start with your business admin.

Being the boss of your business means staying on top of the boring paperwork 
too. But it needn’t be a headache. It certainly needn’t keep you up at night,  
or eat into your weekends.

In this guide, we focus on seven areas where you can transform your business 
covering everything from getting cash faster to ensuring your employees start 
each day with a smile on their faces. 

The best news? We’re here to help you along every step of the way.
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Ready to take control  
of your business?



Do you know right now how many invoices you’ve   
 sent out recently – but that haven’t been paid? 

To take control of your business, rather than printing 
off invoices in Microsoft Word or handing over 
carbon copies from an invoice book, we’ll let you  
into a secret. There’s a more effective approach  
you can try.

Issuing invoices through accounting software isn’t 
just quicker. It means you’ll be reminded about old 
invoices, so you can chase them up immediately. 

Ultimately, getting paid on time means owning 
your relationships with clients. Let them know 
from day one what you expect, so you have fewer 
difficult conversations in the future. And make sure 
there are lots of ways for them to pay too – bank 
transfer, direct debit and online  card payments are 
increasingly used by businesses. 

Even better, if your business allows it, collect 
payment immediately upon completion of the job, 
or delivery of the goods, using a handheld credit 
or debit card reader. That way, you’re not waiting for 
payments at all.
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1.   Increase your chances 
of getting paid on time



Lots of people who create businesses start with 
Microsoft Excel to track their business finances. 

But spreadsheets don’t grow well with your business. 
They’re difficult to manage as your finances get 
more complex. 

And how can you take control of your business 
when you have to manually update the spreadsheet 
every time something happens, such as a payment 
arriving in your bank account? Spreadsheets  
eat time.

Instead, automate your business accounts with 
accounting software. You can link in your bank 
account, for example, so incoming payments  
can be matched to invoices in minutes. You can 
also save time by setting up your invoices to  
recur automatically.
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Smart businesses are using mobile accounting 
apps to record expenses while out and about, 
removing a massive chunk of their accounting 
admin. They use their mobile phone to take 
snapshots of expense receipts. The details are 
automatically  recognised and entered into the 
accounting software as an expense. 

The more of your business finances that are 
automated, the less admin you have to do – and  
the more you can take control of your business  
and aim for growth. Be bold and give it a go now.

2.    Save time by automating 
your bookkeeping



Business taxes get more complicated as your 
business grows. Keeping on top of them isn’t just a 
good idea, but essential if you want to manage your 
business well and keep the tax authorities happy.

To take control of your business, you need to be on 
top of the taxes you owe. 

Wouldn’t it be great if you could see at a glance 
what you’re likely to owe when the time comes to 
deal with your tax bills? That way you’d know how 
much cash you had to spend, and not set aside too 
much, so you avoid cash flow difficulties. 
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Accounting software can help here. Knowledge of 
the tax rules is built-in, so the software is always 
one step ahead. Seeing what you’re likely to have to 
pay for taxes such as VAT or income tax is as easy 
as clicking a button. 

Of course, fully understanding the tax laws can be 
difficult. So get help from people who know the 
rules and can advise on the best ways to minimise 
your tax bill. Hiring an accountant might seem an 
expense you can’t afford but there’s a reason why 
people who truly take control of their businesses 
end up using one. They can pay their fees several 
times over in the money they save on tax bills. 

3.  Stay on top of your taxes
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Some businesses only know their financial situation 
when they speak to their accountant. Don’t be one 
of them. 

 To truly take control of your business, you need to 
always know what’s happening with your finances. 
How much cash you have. What you owe. How much 
you owe. The true cost of the work you do or the  
products you supply.

All this data is right there if you use accounting 
software. You can view reports and dashboards 
that let you spot trends, and identify issues before 
they become problems.

Bossing your business goes hand-in-hand with this  
level of understanding. The data is always there,  
24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can spot 
fresh business opportunities while taking a break 
to grab a coffee, or spot a forthcoming cash flow 
difficulty in-between jobs or deliveries. 

 The guesswork is taken out of making decisions 
 – meaning you can take control of your business 
with confidence. 

4.    Have a true view of your 
finances and make smart 
business decisions



Although growing your business is a hugely 
rewarding experience, taking on employees for  
the first time can be a big step. And with that 
comes the need to pay them correctly.

Taking control of your business means getting 
payroll right, each and every time. This means 
running a legally compliant payroll and ensuring 
requirements for employees are met, such as 
providing payslips in a secure way. 

There’s few things that can destroy employee 
confidence in a business more than payroll being 
late or the incorrect tax code being applied.
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Using software to manage payroll is a legal 
requirement. But choosing good payroll software 
makes it easier to keep everybody happy – to  
calculate what deductions to make, to create 
payslips, and report everything all in one place  
and to the tax authorities. 

Good software is also always one step ahead  
 of ever-evolving legal requirements, making it  
 seamless to adapt to changes. And payroll  
payments can be automated so they all get  
transferred on the correct day. 

5.  Keep your employees  
 happy by paying  
 them correctly



The people who work for your business define its 
success. Helping them do their best work involves 
providing an environment in which they can thrive. 
You want to show they’re valued and their welfare  
– including career progression – is a priority. 

To take control of your business, empower your 
employees.  Give them the tools to succeed, via the 
likes of  training, support and continuous feedback 
– all can  be easily accessible through a mobile app 
tied to  your people management software.

Identify existing skills gaps in the business and 
invest in training and development. Speaking to 
your employees and asking them where they think 
the company’s skill set needs improving can help. 

Then there are benefits to offer, such as a  
pension scheme, access to medical advice and 
retail discounts.

But benefits don’t always need a cost attached.  
A simple “well done” in recognition of good work  
or a “thank you” for completing a task can go  
a long way. 
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6.  Give your employees 
the power to succeed



Running a business involves needing to know 
about all kinds of legislation – covering tax, payroll 
and much more. Those who take control of their 
businesses  know how valuable their time is. 

 Sometimes you can’t go it alone. Why waste hours 
trying to understand how something works when 
you can simply call an expert and work with them 
to get clarity? 

First on the list of most businesses is an 
accountant or tax adviser. It’s not just about being 
good with numbers and knowing about tax laws. 
It’s also about sharing a wealth of experience 

gained from working with all kinds of businesses  
– including many like your own, at various stages  
of growth. These experts know what businesses 
such as yours are capable of – and they want to  
get you there.  

Similarly, when it comes to your business software, 
know when to seek help. Speaking to support 
teams can help you understand all the capabilities 
of the software. This will ensure you get the most 
out of it. It also means you can spend more time on 
your business, focusing on strategy and planning, 
for example, and not just in your business doing 
day-to-day admin work.  
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7.  Have the experts on  
speed dial for when  
you need them



You give 100% of yourself every day to run your 
business. But to raise your game and truly take 
control of it, you need to ensure business admin 
doesn’t eat your time or energy. 

Smart use of technology is the answer.  
It’s as easy as 1-2-3:

1.   Start now. The earlier you adopt technology for 
your processes, the healthier your business will 
be – and the more potential there is for growth.

2.   Get expert help. Speak to those who use 
technology, or experts in the field such as 
accountants. What do they recommend?

3.   Go mobile. Cloud business software is as happy 
on your mobile phone and tablet as on your 
laptop or desktop. Think mobile-first, so you can 
work anywhere and at any time. 

Sage has solutions that will help you boss it at your 
business. From accounting and payroll to people 
management, there’s no area where you can’t take 
control, save time and win big.

Ready to own it? 
Discover how Sage can help you. 
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Try Sage Accounting

Find out more

Now’s the time  
to own it

https://www.sage.com/en-za/sage-business-cloud/accounting/
https://www.sage.com/en-za/sage-business-cloud/accounting/#form
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